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Legal Expenses Insurance

Freedom of Choice
Eschig v. UNIQA Sachversicherung AG
Insurance Companies (Legal Expenses Insurance) 
Regulations 1990

Regulation 6 – where recourse is had to a lawyer to 
represent or serve the interests of the insured in respect of 
any inquiry or proceedings

Sarwar v Alam [2001] EWCA Civ 1401
When efforts to settle have failed and proceedings have to 
be initiated
ABI spin



Legal Expenses Insurance

Purposive Interpretation
The purpose of the Directive (87/344/EEC) 
implemented in the UK by the 1990 Regulations
To protect the consumer or the insured

Obligatory nature
The use of the adjective ‘any’ as well as the tense of 
the verb ‘to recognise’ demonstrate the general 
application and obligatory nature of that rule.  
Eschig Para 47



Legal Expenses Insurance

The Directive sets down a minimum standard
that provision lays down the minimum level of 
freedom which must be granted to the insured 
person. Eschig Para 48



Legal Expenses Insurance

What was said in Sarwar:
No decision made on when freedom of choice 
begins
Lord Phillips MR at paragraph 44 bears reading
During the course of the hearing, however, members 
of the court made critical observations from time to 
time about .... the possible inappropriateness in these 
post-Woolf days of a BTE claimant being denied 
freedom of choice of solicitor .... at the time the 
procedures in a pre-action protocol come to be 
activated.



Legal Expenses Insurance

What was said in Sarwar:
We also saw correspondence (which DAS's representatives 
sought to explain away) that left us uneasy about the terms on 
which DAS is in practice willing to allow a claimant's solicitor 
of choice to act for their insured. 
We do not have to decide any of these matters on the present 
appeal, however. 
We only mention them because Mr Leighton-Williams QC, 
for the ABI, told us that insurers welcomed the opportunity 
afforded by litigation of this type to learn which business 
practices would be likely to be welcome to a court and which 
would not



Legal Expenses Insurance

The ABI position



Legal Expenses Isnurance

The two letters from the FSA and the footnotes



Costs Orders on Conclusion

O’Beirne v Hudson [2010] EWCA Civ 52
“in making an assessment the Costs Judge is entitled 
to take account of all circumstances (see CPR 
44.5(1)), including the fact that the case would 
almost certainly have been allocated to a small claims 
track if it had been allocated. In so doing she would 
have regard to what could or could not be recovered 
if the case had been so allocated.” per Waller LJ
It is not enough to provide in a consent order for 
costs on the standard basis



Costs Orders on Conlusion

What is enough then?
“The assessment will take place on the agreed basis that 
this matter would have been allocated to the fast track if it 
had reached that stage in proceedings”
Not yet tested at a detailed assessment
No defendant costs draftsmen have taken the point in 
negotiations involving this wording
Arguably only because the point is agreed
Waller LJ at paragraph 19 opens up the possibility of a 
challenge if a judge felt that way inclined at a detailed 
assessment



Costs Orders on Conclusion

Waller LJ:
There is a real distinction between directing at the 
outset that nothing but small claims costs will be 
awarded and giving items on a bill very anxious 
scrutiny to see whether costs were necessarily or 
reasonably incurred, 
and thus whether it is reasonable for the paying party 
to pay more than would have been recoverable in a 
case that should have been allocated to the small 
claims track.



Costs Orders on Conclusion

Drew v Whitbread [2010] EWCA Civ 53
“A trial judge may be in a good position to help a 
costs judge on such a point, but the fact that it was 
not raised with the trial judge should not in my view 
preclude a party raising the matter with the costs 
judge.” per Waller LJ
The argument here was whether the costs on 
assessment could be limited to a lower track. 
The transcript of the judgment given at trial would 
be helpful to the costs judge on assessment.



Costs Orders on Conclusion

O’Brierne and Drew together:
A judge on assessment cannot alter the original costs 
order
He may go behind it in effect
CPR 44.5 gives him a wide discretion

The effect:
More uncertainty on assessment / negotiation



ATE Insurance

Adris & Others v. Royal Bank of Scotland & 
Others [2010] EWHC 941 (QB)

Arises out of claims challenging the enforceability of 
credit agreements
The solicitors and claims management company 
running those claims lost en masse as a result of the 
decision in Carey v HSBC
It subsequently transpired that they had not taken 
out any ATE cover on behalf of the claimants



ATE Insurance

The banks sought Non-Party Costs Orders against 
the solicitors and the claims management company
The Court found a direct link between the solicitors 
failure to obtain ATE and the costs orders incurred
It was likely that if the clients knew the true position 
they would not have instructed the solicitors to 
proceed



Indemnity Costs

Clarke v Maltby [2010] EWHC 1856 (QB)
The claim arises out of physical and psychiatric 
injuries suffered by a 45 year old solicitor in an RTA.
The claimant recovered £955,399
She sought an indemnity costs order against the 
Defendant
The Defendant’s counter schedule suggested in 
effect that she was exaggerating her symptoms
There was no medical evidence to support that



Indemnity Costs

It was appropriate for a Defendant to test the degree 
of a Claimant’s injuries
The Defendant’s conduct at the quantum hearing 
went beyond that
It was relevant that the claimant was a solicitor and 
the allegations if well founded would have had 
serious consequences
The counter schedule also alleged professional 
impropriety by the Claimant’s solicitors



Indemnity Costs

Connaughton v Imperial College [2010] EWHC 
90173 (Costs)

Where a Claimant seeks costs on a pre action 
disclosure hearing where the funding is a CFA the 
Defendant’s routinely run indemnity issues
This is based on an interpretation of certain clauses 
in the Law Society Model CFA:

Does the CFA cover PAD hearings?
Can you recover costs as you have not yet “won”?



Indemnity Costs

The words “your claim” are to be given a broad 
interpretation which would include a PAD hearing
The PAD was a natural consequence of the 
Defendant’s failure to comply with the protocol
It did not matter that you had not yet “won”

“If on the way to winning or losing you are awarded any 
costs......we are entitled to payment of those costs”



Indemnity Costs

Roche v Newbury 
Homes [2009] EW 
Misc 3 (EWCC) 
expressly rejected
A horrible ill 
considered decision by 
a DDJ



Indemnity Costs

Fitzpatrick Contractors v Tyco
(No 3) [2009] EWHC 274 (TCC)

If a Part 36 offer is accepted out of time by a 
Defendant do you get indemnity costs?
No. The usual basis is the standard basis and CPR 
36.10(4) and (5) are silent as to the basis
What can you get?

By agreement – whatever you can get them to agree to
By order – Conduct under CPR 44.3 is the only route to 
indemnity costs in the circumstances



Indemnity Costs

What would be relevant conduct?
A Defendant is entitled under CPR 36 to accept the 
offer out of time so that is not something they 
should be criticised for
Who really won? Shades of Carver v BAA
Is their a reason that the claim could not be 
evaluated earlier by the Defendant?
This case was high value and complex



Medical Records - Photocopying

Coveney v. P&O Ferries Limited 15th February 
2010 QBD London

An argument arose as the Defendant’s wanted direct 
access to the Claimant’s medical records
They were unsuccessful on that point, but an issue 
arose as to what the Claimant could properly charge 
for the copies of the records
The Defendant contended that it should be limited 
to that which they would have paid the hospital for 
direct access



Medical Records - Photocopying

35p per page was not unreasonable
The Defendant’s submission that it was a money 
making exercise was rejected
The pre-action protocol (disease) does not state that 
they should provide copies free of charge
The question is whether the cost of photocopying 
was reasonable



Latest on damages
Jane Horton,

EC member



Quantum Update

Jane Horton, Partner

Irwin Mitchell LLP

14 October 2010



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS

Cobham v Benjamin Eeles, (March 2009)
Facts
Young boy, brain damaged in RTA when baby
Had interim payment of £450,000
Wanted to buy property
Sought further interim payment of £1.2m



Quantum Update



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS
Cobham v Benjamin Eeles

First Instance

Yes, £1.2m
Valued case at £3.5m if own at trial (on a full and final basis)
£1.2m would not exceed a reasonable proportion of final award



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS

Cobham v Benjamin Eeles, (March 2009) Court of 
Appeal



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS

Cobham v Benjamin Eeles, (March 2009) C/A
A S K

1. Is it likely that trial judge will want to make PPO?  Here, yes
2. What would the trial judge award as lump sum? – separate out likely 

lump sum from periodical payments
Lump SUM: General damages, past losses, interest, accommodation
Possibly other from future losses if confidently predict that trial judge 
would award higher than above as lump sum.  And, a real need.



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS

Cobham v Benjamin Eeles, (March 2009) C/A
Value of lump sum = £590,000
Already had £450,000
Reasonable house anyway



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS

Life after Eeles



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS

Preston v. City Electrical Factors (November 2009)
FP v Taunton & Somerset NHS Trust (2009)
Johnson v Serena Compton –Cooke (2009)
Patel v Patel (September 2009)
Kirby v Ashford & St. Peter’s Hospital (2009)
Harris v Roy (February 2010)
Jessica Brown v Liam Emery (March 2010)
Muhammed Ali v Frimley Park (2010)
Best v Smyth (June 2010)



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS
1. Preston v City Electrical Factors/Stockham (November 

2009)

• £100,000 requested for interim payment (already had £100,000)
• Is trial judge likely to want to make PPO?  No as amount would 

be low and C didn’t want one



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS – POST EELES

2. Brown v Emery (March 2010)

Sought £800,000 for property
Is the trial judge likely to want to make a PPO? Yes.
Accommodation situation unclear, so not taken into account
Other future losses?  Is it likely , with high confidence, that trial 
judge would include other payments in lump sum?  Yes
Future loss of earnings, only age 15
And, is there a real need?  Yes, but only £250,000



Quantum Update

INTERIM PAYMENTS
Best v Smyth (June 2010)

RTA, rented bungalow up for sale
C sought £800,000
Contributory negligence argued at 50%
Judge said 30% and with interim payments
£650,000 under 4 heads of Eeles
Argued to draw down from other heads
Refused – didn’t need to make adaptations



Quantum Update

ENHANCED INTEREST

Andrews v Aylott (March 2010)

Liability trial, C won 75% with damages to be assessed
Court orders interest at 5% above base rate on 33% of 
damages, to reflect def’s failure to beat a P36 offer
Later, settles for lump sum and ppo
Interest applied only to lump sum



Quantum Update

FATAL ACCIDENTS



Quantum Update

FATAL ACCIDENTS ACT 1976
Watson v Cakebread Robey Ltd (2009)

Mesothelioma at work                           
Claim during life
Funeral expenses claimed.  C said whilst alive he should be able to 
step into shoes of estate

LR(MP)A 1934 made it clear claim arose on death
Otherwise, any C with reduced life expectancy could claim



Quantum Update

CARE



Quantum Update

REVIEW

Sowden v Lodge (2004), C/A
Recover only to extent necessary to ‘top up’ state care by private 
care
Crofton v NHSLA (2007), C/A
state funding for care should be taken into account.
Discounted multiplier



Quantum Update

CARE

Chantelle Peters (March 2009), C/A
Congenital rubella syndrome
Care home costs shared between LA and PCT, 
costing about £132,000 per annum



Quantum Update

CARE

Chantell Peters (March2009), C/A

BIG QUESTION:  Was C obliged to make use of state care or 
could she claim full cost of care privately?



Quantum Update

CARE
Chantelle Peters (March 2009), C/A

Having looked at statutory framework and principles of tort …

“There was no reason in policy or principle why a C who wished to 
opt for self‐funding and damages in preference to reliance on the 
statutory obligations of a public authority should not be entitled to 
do so as a matter of right, provided there was no double recovery.”



Quantum Update

CARE

Chantelle Peters (March 2009), C/A
Not a question of mitigation but who bears the cost
£4m for her residential care needs
But, is the fight over?



Quantum Update

CARE

Sklair v Haycock (December 2009)
C had Asperger’s Syndrome, pre‐existing
Cared for by family
RTA
Mobility impaired and big psychological deterioration
Claims now 24 hour care
D argues



Quantum Update

CARE
1) C only claim difference in care 

Judge disagreed.  Where care is given by love and affection 
before the accident and, but for the accident, this would 
have continued, no reason why has to put a value on it and 
give credit for it

2) C should get care from the state

Judge disagreed.  Applied Peters



Quantum Update

CARE
(1) Drake (2) Starkey (executors) v Wheeler (Aug 2010)

Novel claim for hospice costs
Donation
£10,000, running costs over what given by PCT
Allowed, no floodgates because only if “lingering and painful 
dying period”
Consistent with principles because if had paid for, could have 
claimed



Quantum Update

CARE

Warner v (a firm) (July 2010)
Professional negligence 
Settled at an undervalue of about £1.2 m
Failed to instruct a case manager in accordance with care 
expert
Failed to obtain care statements and up to date assessment



Quantum Update

EARNINGS



Quantum Update

EARNINGS
Palmer v Kitley (November 2008)

Blamire awards
Where loss of earnings/pension subject to imponderables, court would 
approach case by “impression” rather than “precise calculation”



Quantum Update

EARNINGS

Smith v Collett [2009] EWCA Civ 583
Budding footballer for championship level
Strong evidence
Reduced by 15%, reasonable       



Quantum Update

EARNINGS

Hion v Morrison Supermarket (May 2010)
Leg injury, would improve over time
‘Drifted on’ doing some casual work and benefits 
No mathematical basis
£25,000
To reflect the fact that a person with a  

leg such as his was disadvantaged in
getting work



Quantum Update

EARNINGS
Cedric Abbs v Somerfield (April 2010)

Self‐employed plumber, worked alone  
Age 56
Hip injury
Orthopaedic experts both said fine for desk work
Neuropsychological expert some underperformance in reading/writing
Joint Employment expert said should learn basic computer skills, which he 
could do in his home town



Quantum Update

EARNINGS

BUT Cedric says …



Quantum Update

EARNINGS

For last 5 years, I have not looked for work
I do not intend to look for work
If I did look for work, I wouldn’t get a job anyway
Never used a computer and didn’t want to
Only ever worked on my own
Have “an aversion to paperwork, reading, routine or 
repetitive work and to working with people”



Quantum Update

EARNINGS

MITIGATION



Quantum Update

EARNINGS

Judge says ….



Quantum Update

EARNINGS

Cedric was not unreasonable and had not failed to 
mitigate

Ingrained attitude, age, lack of qualification, lack of 
aptitude in reading, studying, made him incapable of 
finding work



Quantum Update

EXAGGERATION

Hullock v East Riding CC (2009), C/A
Video evidence
Past care claim reduced
Future care claim abandoned
No Part 36 offers
Settlement – at level of an interim payment
Costs?
C/A D only up to interim payment and C after that



Quantum Update

EXAGGERATION

Widlake v BAA Ltd (2009), C/A
Fall downstairs at Stansted airport
Failed to disclose to two experts pre‐existing back 
problem
D payment in, C beats at trial
All factors taken into account
No order as to costs



Quantum Update

HOLIDAY CLAIMS

• Divergence in approach
• Objective rather than subjective
• Usually modest

Pankhurst v (1) White (2) MIB (2009)
Test is one of reasonableness
Rejected multiplier/multiplicand
Lump sum £160,000
Rejected C’s evidence



Quantum Update

DISCOUNT RATE

• Rumour had it ………….



Quantum Update

CASES, CASES, CASES

Laura Davies v Direct Line Insurance 2010
RTA
35 year old woman.  Whiplash and bruising to her knee and thigh.  
Bruising resolved after one to two weeks and the neck injury was 
expected to resolve fully by 9.5 months after the accident
£2,876, which comprised of £2,250 for pain and suffering, and 
remainder for treatment and miscellaneous costs



Quantum Update

CASES, CASES, CASES

Lisa Bennett v Sophie Wentworth 2010

RTA
C 42 year old woman
Multiple injuries.  Had below‐the‐knee amputation and was left significantly 
disabled, with limited mobility, permanent phantom limb pain and psychiatric 
problems (including suicide attempts)
Required combination of wheelchair and prosthesis
Just over £1m (less 20% for contrib)
Breakdown included £120,000 for PS&LA, future loss of earnings £320,000, 
care/treatment/transport £147,000 and £175,000 for prosthetics



Quantum Update

CASES, CASES, CASES

G v The Royal Bournemouth and Christchurch Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust 2010

Med neg case
27 year old man
Failure by hospital to diagnose that he was suffering from appendicitis, 
unnecessary pain and suffering, and prolonged recovery
£35,000
Estimated that PS&LA was £34,000 with specials of £1,000



Quantum Update

CASES, CASES, CASES

T v London Underground 2010

57 year old woman
Damage to her upper right central incisor sustained when her head 
became trapped in the carriage doors when alighting from a London 
Underground train.  Suffering fractured root, which was removed and 
subsequently replaced with a dental implant and crown
Door malfunction.  Liability admitted
£6,500, comprising £2,000 PS&LA, plus dental treatment



Quantum Update

CASES, CASES, CASES

E v The Estate of Witold Kmiot 2010

37 year old man.  Had hernia operation which left him with sexual 
problems and numb genitalia.  Alleged negligence was that the D failed to 
refer C to a surgeon who could have carried out the procedure by 
laparoscopy, and that the surgeon had failed to obtain an appropriate 
consent.  Numbness was likely to resolve within 1 year
C was a model and had reduced earnings as he was not able to do body 
shots
£15,000



Quantum Update

Jane Horton
Partner

Irwin Mitchell LLP
Leeds

Tel: 0113 394 6770
email: jane.horton@irwinmitchell.com
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Case Law Update

• Duty of Care and Delegation
• Article 2 Claims
• Material Contribution
• Part 36 Offers and Settlements



Duty of Care
• Farraj v Kings Healthcare NHS Trust

C.A[CIV DIV] 13.11.2009
– Considered whether the Trust has a non-

delegable duty of care rendering them liable for a 
Third Party’s negligence.

– Importance of Claimant establishing at outset 
identity of all potential Tortfeasors and including 
them in a claim.



Article 2 ECHR
• Human Rights and Suicide

– Savage v South Essex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust 
[2008] UKHL 74 (2009) IAC681 
[2010] EWHC 865 QB

– Rabone & Rabone v Pennine Care NHS Trust
[2010] EWCA CIV 698

• Article 2 only applicable in cases of involuntary 
patients.

• HRA should only be used as an alternative to 
common law not in addition.



Material Contribution
• Ingram v Williams 

[2010] EWHC758 (QB)

– Where there are multiple causative factors – only 
one of which is negligent, but all of which could 
solely be responsible for the injuries suffered, but 
none of which can be individually implicated, there 
is no claim. 

(Contd:-)



Material Contribution
- Where there are multiple causative factors which 

create a risk of injury, and a negligent factor 
increases the risk that the injury may occur, there 
is no claim if the negligent factor would not 
increase the risk beyond 50%.

- Where there are multiple causative factors and the 
non-negligent factors would have caused the 
same outcome in any event either at the same 
time or subsequently – there is no claim.

(Contd:-)



Material Contribution 
- Where there are multiple causative factors and 

the negligent factor made a material contribution 
to the severity and/or extent of the injury, that it is 
accepted that there would have been some injury 
in any event, albeit to a lesser degree, the claim 
will succeed – but the Court will try to apportion.

(Contd:-)



Material Contribution
– Where there are multiple causative factors and 

the non-negligent factors could not be said to 
have caused the injury on their own but it 
remains impossible to define the extent of each 
contributing cause, the claim will succeed in full.

Cont…



Material Contribution
- Where there are multiple causative factors, and the 

non-negligent factors would have caused some injury 
in any event, but it cannot be defined to what extent –
the claim succeeds in full and the Court does not 
need to attempt apportionment. 

- It remains to be seen whether the Courts will attempt 
to apportion in situations where the Defendant is able 
to identify the extent to which non-negligent factors 
contribute to the overall injury.  



Part 36 Offers & Settlements
• Gibbon v Manchester City Council
• LG Blower Specialist Bricklayers Limited v 

Reeves
CA[CIV DIV] 25.6.10

• Conjoined appeals
– Part 36 offers remain open unless and until 

explicitly and unambiguously withdrawn.
(Cont:-)



Part 36 Offers & Settlements

- Practitioners must constantly review Part 36 offers in 
the light of the evolving merit of a claim and where 
appropriate offers should be withdrawn immediately 
in writing (i.e. when the offer becomes too low).

- Conversely if a Defendant has failed to withdraw a 
Part 36 offer that subsequently is rendered a good 
one – it should be accepted immediately by fax.

(Cont:-)



Part 36 Offers & Settlements
- Part 36 offers do not remain open for acceptance as 

of right, i.e. if offer net of CRU and new larger CRU 
Certificate is subsequently issued or if Trial has 
started – in these cases Court’s permission is 
required.

- Strict compliance with R36.2 is expected.  Formal 
defects may take an offer outside of Part 36 although 
it could remain effective for purposes of costs, CPR 
44.3(4)(c).



Refreshment break
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Part 36 Update
Carver and Gibbon considered

Linda Nelson
Chambers of Grahame Aldous QC
9 Gough Square



SI 2006/3435
Part 36 as we now know it:

No requirement for payments-in

Clear rules on scope of Part 36 e.g:
Part 36 offers can be made before issue; 
Part 36 offers do not have costs consequences in subsequent 
appeal proceedings

Specific requirements for offers re future pecuniary 
loss/provisional damages

Existence of Part 36 offer(s) may not be communicated to trial 
judge



Withdrawal/Acceptance of Part 36 Offers
Withdrawal - CPR 36.3:
(5) Before expiry of the relevant period [generally 21 days 
from offer] a Part 36 offer may be withdrawn or its terms 
changed to be less advantageous to the offeree, only if the 
court gives permission.
(6) After the expiry of the relevant period and provided 
that the offeree has not previously served notice of 
acceptance, the offeror may withdraw the offer or change 
its terms to be less advantageous to the offeree without the 
permission of the court. 
(7) The offeror does so by serving written notice of the 
withdrawal or change of terms on the offeree. 



Acceptance – CPR 36.9
(1) A Part 36 offer is accepted by serving written notice of 
the acceptance on the offeror. 

(2) Subject to rule 36.9(3), a Part 36 offer may be accepted 
at any time (whether or not the offeree has subsequently 
made a different offer) unless the offeror serves notice of 
withdrawal on the offeree. 

(3) The court’s permission is required to accept a Part 36 
offer where:

(a) rule 36.12(4) applies [an offer is made by one of a 
number of defendants]
(b)[there are new CRU payments to be accounted for]
(c) an apportionment is required under rule 41.3A [Fatals 
claims]
(d) the trial has started. 



Gibbon v Manchester CC

Part 36 is a self-contained code

One cannot assume/infer it incorporates all 
concepts of offer & acceptance

There is no ‘implied withdrawal’ of offers: 
withdrawal must be by written notice

Rejection of an offer does not preclude a party 
from later accepting it.



Blower v Reeves

Making a counter-offer does not 
preclude a party from later accepting 
the original offer

(there being no ‘implied withdrawal’ 
of offers)



Costs Consequences
CPR 36.14(1)(a): adverse costs consequences will 
apply where a claimant “fails to obtain a 
judgment more advantageous than a 
defendant’s Part 36 offer.”

Carver v BAA:
£4,635 > (£4,686 + 1.5 years)
“more-advantageous” permits a  wide-ranging review of 
all the facts and circumstances of the case in deciding 
whether the judgment was worth the fight … money is not 
the sole governing criterion



Morgan v UPS
Judgment for only £629 more than offer made 
1.5 years earlier

No costs order against C, where C had engaged 
in settlement negotiations



Blower v Reeves
Carver is binding, despite criticism (including by 
Lord Jackson in his costs review)… BUT…

What is more important than the factors to take 
into account is the weight to be given to those 
factors

Where an offer has been beaten by a very small 
amount, it will be rare for Cs financial success to 
be outweighed by other factors. 



Linda Nelson
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Overview

• Jackson’s Final Report - implementation
• Lord Young’s review
• Clinical Negligence Consultation



Jackson

“In some areas of civil litigation costs are 
disproportionate and impede access to 
justice. I therefore propose a coherent 
package of interlocking reforms, designed to 
control costs and promote access to justice.”



Initial Response



Headlines

Three core themes
• Access to justice for defendants as well as 

claimants
• Giving claimants a stake in the justice 

system and an interest in costs
• Shifting liability for the funding of claims 

from unsuccessful defendants to successful 
claimants

• End of “No win – No Fee – No cost”



Recommendations (1)

• Abolition of recoverability of additional 
liabilities (success fees and ATE premiums) 
from defendants

• Return to pre-April 2000 CFA regime with 
client paying success fee capped at 25% of 
damages (excluding future losses)

• Increase in general damages of 10%
• Qualified one way costs shifting in PI
• Abrogation of the indemnity principle



Recommendations (2)

• Ban referral fees
• Introduce “Ontario” model regulated 

contingency fees
• Enhanced Part 36 provisions
• No change in small claims limit
• Introduction of fixed costs in all fast track 

cases
• Abolition of ACCC
• Establishment of a Costs Council



Recommendations (3)

• Neutrally calibrated software for general 
damages up to £10,000

• Costs budgeting (pre and post issue)
• Revisions to Pre-Action protocols
• Review of hourly rates



Implementation



Implementation

• Initial responses
– Senior Judiciary/MR – warm welcome
– CJC – enthusiastic support but…
– MOJ ? 

• Role of the MR
• Role of Jackson LJ
• Requirements

– Economic assessment
– Primary legislation
– Statutory instruments
– CPR revisions
– The “spirit” of the Jackson reforms

• Political dimension
– Change of Government
– Priorities



Implementation

• Referral fees
– LSB response
– View of OFT

• Costs budgeting
– CN pilot

• CN Protocol
– CPR 53rd update
– Revisions 01.10.10
– 3 months to 4 months
– Copy Letter of Claim to NHSLA



Implementation

• Costs of implementation
• Initial cuts this year
• Longer term 23%

MoJ to cut £325m



Implementation

• MoJ Consultation
– Djanogly - “CFAs have played a role in giving 

access to justice to a range of people. However, 
high costs under the existing arrangements have 
now become a serious concern, particularly in 
clinical negligence cases against the NHS 
Litigation Authority and in defamation 
proceedings.” 

– Consultation will not deal with fixed costs in the 
fast track or referral fees 

– Judicial steering group
– September 15 but now Oct/Nov?
– MoJ continuing to consult re data and form 
– Separate review of legal aid (£2bn)



MoJ Consultation

• Stewarts Law paper and other data
• APIL request for data re success fees
• Disability Discrimination?



BUT…



Review of Health and Safety

• Lord Young
• Appointed by David Cameron as Special 

Adviser 
• Official Title: Health and Safety and the 

Compensation Culture
• Cabinet office, 4 staff
• Report due this Friday

– Health and safety
– Compensation culture
– Referral fees
– Advertising
– CMCs
– Jackson
– NHS claims 



David Cameron

• “I’m very pleased that Lord Young has 
agreed to lead this important review. The 
rise of the compensation culture over 
the last ten years is a real concern, as is 
the way health and safety rules are 
sometimes applied. We need a sensible 
new approach that makes clear these laws 
are intended to protect people, not 
overwhelm businesses with red tape. I look 
forward to receiving Lord Young’s 
recommendations on how we can best 
achieve that.”



Lord Young

• Announcement with David Cameron
• Plenty of publicity
• His views and recommendations will 

undoubtedly be taken into account in MoJ 
consultation

• Other views – Adam Smith Institute



Young

• Report not yet published but…
– Referral fees
– Advertising
– Health and safety consultants
– Review of legislation
– Volunteers/rescuers
– Crack-down on “No win no fee”
– Jackson
– Guidance
– Extension of RTA Claims Process



Overlap



APIL Response

• Detailed response – 3 prong
– Modelling 
– Economic impact assessment
– Alternatives

• Articles and speeches
• Lobbying



Clinical Negligence



Tipping Point



Taking a knife to the NHS leeches
Whether or not it originated in America or just sprang up 
naturally here, the litigation culture is one of the least attractive 
aspects of modern Britain. True, there are plenty of examples of 
people who suffered at the hands of inept doctors or other 
professionals and deserve compensation. Similarly, there are 
many cases where individuals have been victims of corporate 
wrongdoing. 
For every deserving case, however, there are many that are 
much less deserving but are pushed by unscrupulous lawyers. 
Even in deserving cases, too often the lion’s share of a payout is 
going not to the victims themselves but to their “no-win, no-fee” 
lawyers.
From The Sunday Times March 22, 2009

The Press



Jackson

“In some areas of civil litigation costs are 
disproportionate and impede access to 
justice. I therefore propose a coherent 
package of interlocking reforms, designed to 
control costs and promote access to justice.”



Lord Young

“The health service paid out £8bn in five years - only 
one third went to the claimants, and two thirds went 
to all those other parties. Now that is really something 
that should be stopped," Lord Young said.
"MONEY IN THE HEALTH SERVICE SHOULD BE 
SPENT ON HEALTH, NOT ON THESE THINGS."



Claims notified to NHSLA
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Claims registered with CRU
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Coalition Government



Political Context



Reforms

• Changes to the Protocol (1)
– 53rd CPR update 01.10.10
– 4 months for Letter of Response
– Claimant must copy Letter of Claim to NHSLA

• Changes to the Protocol (2)
– Under consideration
– CDF updated draft
– Def to obtain expert evidence
– New intermediate stage – Letter of Notification
– Clarification

• Costs budgeting pilot



The Proposals

• Regulating (fixing) success fees in CN
– Using success fees to modify behaviours

• One way costs shifting
• Extending the multi-track code
• A streamlined process for lower value 

claims
• Other ideas



APIL needs you



Weekly News email
Connect bulletin

Thank you



APIL consulting
Christopher Limb

APIL treasurer



Fighting for rights of injured 
people

Hard focussed campaigning 
with key themes running 

through all that we do

• Freedom of choice
• Access to justice for all
• Protecting the rights of injured people
• Maintaining the right to independent legal advice



APIL key campaigns – England 

• Jackson
• Young review
• Clinical negligence – setting the record 

straight and practicable dialogue
• ELIB
• Damages
• Freedom of choice



Public information campaign

• Stronger campaigning personality 
• Amplifying our messages
• Creating a trust mark brand for our 

accreditation scheme



APIL’s political lobbying
• Targeting key players
• Building alliances wherever possible
• Gaining ammunition for counter-attacks 

against Government and insurers
• Practical dialogue with specific objectives
• Radical and joined-up thinking
• Working with members – different hooks, 

case studies, local lobbying



Buffet and drinks


